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Abstract: Previous numerical–analytical approaches have suggested that the main range divide
prefers to migrate towards the high uplift flank in the asymmetric tectonic uplift pattern. However,
natural examples recording these processes and further verifying the numerical simulations results,
are still lacking. In this study, the landscape features, and the probable drainage evolution history of
the Zhongtiao Shan, a roughly west-east trending, half-horst block on the southernmost tip of the
Shanxi Graben System, were investigated through the geomorphic analyses (i.e., slope and steepness
distributions, and the Gilbert and χ metrics). The topographic slope and steepness results indicate that
the Zhongtiao Shan, controlled by the north Zhongtiao Shan normal fault, experiences asymmetric
uplift and erosion patterns, with higher uplift and erosion on the north range. In addition, the Gilbert
and χ metrics suggest that the western part of the main divide is currently stable, while the eastern
divide is moving southward. According to the drainage divide stability criteria, we suggest that
the uplift and erosion, on the fault side, balance each other well on the western part of the range,
while on the eastern part, the uplift is outpaced by the erosion. In addition, a dynamic divide
migration model in the asymmetric uplift condition is proposed, indicating that the interaction
between uplift and erosion controls the migration and/or stability of the main divide. Deducing
through this dynamic model, we suggested that the eastern segment of the north Zhongtiaoshan Fault
must have experienced higher activities in the geological history, and the western fault may remain
its activity along with the mountain relief generation. This gives a case that specific information on
asymmetric neotectonic history and landscape evolution in an orogenic mountain can be uncovered
by the proposed dynamic model.
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1. Introduction

Drainage divide, the elevated terrain that separates neighboring drainage basins, is the backbone
of the terrestrial landscape, and its morphology and mobility have great effects on regional geomorphic
evolution [1–3]. In recent years, there has been increasing awareness that divide is a kind of
dynamic, rather than static, feature in geomorphic systems [2,4–7]. Divide migration would change
regional drainage area, sediment flux, and stream power, and hence influence regional erosion
process, population genetic structure, and further present opportunities to examine landscape-scale
interactions among tectonics, erosion, and ecology [2,8–13]. Therefore, researches on divide mobility,
subsequent fluvial network configuration, and the corresponding landscape evolution have been widely
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considered in recent years [2,4,6,14–17]. Both conceptual model and numerical simulation results have
demonstrated that, for a simple synthetic landscape (i.e., uniform uplift, rock erodibility, and climate
conditions), divide is sensitive to cross-divide erosion and may migrate to the side with low erosion
rate [1,2,14]. With further research, a growing number of studies suggested that divide migration can
also be affected by many factors, including the tectonic asymmetric uplift [9,15,18], differences in rock
erodibility and precipitation across the divide [19,20], tectonic horizontal advection [15,21], and even
the short time-scale extreme events, for example, the occurrence of landslides [22,23]. Within all the
factors, the tectonic asymmetric uplift, which is mainly controlled by the fault activity, has always been
regarded as the most important factor, for its effects on local climate, rock strength, and the triggering
on landslides [9,14,18,24]. The numerical–analytical approaches indicated that the main divide prefers
to migrate towards the high uplift rate face in the asymmetric uplift pattern, and finally reaches a
quasi-steady state [14,21]. However, the divide will gradually migrate back to the previous position
when the tectonic uplift becomes uniform again [15,21]. By contrast, natural examples that verifying
the simulation results and explaining the geomorphic process are still lacking.

The unique geological-geomorphological conditions of the Cenozoic graben-range systems around
the Ordos Block show asymmetric uplift of the ranges (i.e., controlled by the active normal faults)
(Figure 1), and may provide perfect natural settings to reveal divide migration history in the field.
In this study, we choose to investigate the landscape characteristics and possible divide migration
history of the Zhongtiao Shan, a mountainous range which is located at the southernmost tip of the
Shanxi Graben System. First, the tectonic background of the Zhongtiao Shan is distinct and its uplift was
argued to be only controlled by the north Zhongtiaoshan normal fault [25,26]. Second, the Zhongtiao
Shan is crossed by the Yellow River and both northern and southern sides of the range share a common
base level (i.e., the Yellow River) (Figure 1), thus the geomorphic condition of the Zhongtiao Shan
is simple. Third, the lithology and precipitation of the Zhongtiao Shan are quite uniform, and the
elevation of the range is low with no glacier capping since the Quaternary [27]. Therefore, we may
briefly exclude these issues as the controlling factor for divide migration, and explore the impacts of
tectonic pattern on the regional landscape evolution.

Figure 1. (A) Simplified tectonic and geomorphological map of the Tibetan Plateau and its adjacent
areas. The black rectangle shows the location of Figure 1B. (B) Topographic map of the Ordos Block and
its adjacent areas; reported are the major faults and the Yellow River course showing on. The yellow
shaded areas show the locations of the Cenozoic sedimentary basins. The sedimentary basins and the
faults are modified from [28]. The white dashed rectangle highlights the localization of Figure 2A and
of the study area.
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Figure 2. (A) Simplified geological map of the Yuncheng Basin and the Zhongtiao Shan with the main
geomorphic units and active faults. The red line shows the location of the NZTF. The red dot shows the
location of the Xuehua Shan. The base map is revised from [27]). (B) Simplified cross-section of the
Yuncheng Basin and the Zhongtiao Shan along the a-a’ profile shown in Figure 2A. The faults and the
strata are adopted from [25].

In this study, slope and steepness analysis are firstly conducted to show the general landscape
features of the Zhongtiao Shan. Secondly, the migration status of the Zhongtiao Shan divide is
investigated following the drainage divide stability criteria [1,6]. Thirdly, based on our geomorphic
results, in concert with previous simulation results, a divide migration model on the asymmetric
uplift pattern is proposed. Finally, the asymmetric uplift history of the range and the activity of the
range-front normal fault are further discussed.

2. Background Setting

The Ordos Block is situated in the western part of the North China Craton and is surrounded by a
series of Cenozoic graben systems, with the Yinchuan Graben to the west, the Shanxi Graben system to
the east, the Hetao Graben to the north and the Weihe Graben to the south (Figure 1). Previous results
from geology, seismicity, and geodesy investigations indicated that the graben systems were developed
under a regional extensional stress field and characterized by the fault-uplift side of ranges and the
subsidence of basins [29–32]. In addition, the ranges and basins are controlled by active normal faults
and show the mirror image symmetry [25,28,32,33].

The Zhongtiao Shan is located to the southernmost tip of the Shanxi Graben System and shows a
NE to NNE trend. The Zhongtiao Shan separates the Yuncheng Basin to the north from the Sanmenxia
Basin to the south (Figure 2A). The stratigraphy of the main range includes Archean and Proterozoic
metamorphic rocks, and Paleozoic marine deposits [27] (Figure 2A). The highest peak, Xuehua Shan,
with an elevation of 1994 m a.s.l, is located at the western part of the range (see Figure 2A). It has been
suggested that the uplift of the Zhongtiao Shan is controlled by its range-front fault, the north Zhongtiao
Shan normal fault (NZTF) [25,33,34]. The fault has a total length of 130 km and trends from ENE to NNE
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(Figure 2A). Previous studies based on the interpretation of aerial images, topography measurements
and excavation of trenches provided evidence for Holocene seismic activities for the NZTF [34–36],
as also testified by at least four rupturing events found along the fault [37,38]. In addition, the mean slip
rates of the western segment (i.e., 0.9 mm/a), the Salt Lake segment (i.e., 0.65–0.83 mm/a), the Haizhou
segment (i.e., 0.75 mm/a) and the Xiaxian segment (i.e., 0.22–0.55 mm/a) of the NZTF since the late
Pleistocene have been estimated respectively [34–36], by using the methods of high resolution remote
sensing image interpretation, geological–geomorphological investigation, fault profile analysis and
stratigraphic dating, and the slip rates decrease eastward [34–36,39]. The Yuncheng Basin represents
the hangingwall basin of the NZTF and is filled by the Miocene to Pleistocene deposits [40,41].
The hangingwall block is a tilted block, dipping toward south and producing a depocenter close to the
NZTF. This is highlighted by the thickening of basin fill deposits moving from north (few hundred
meters) to south (more than 5000 m), as testified by drilling and geophysical data [25,40] (Figure 2B).

3. Methods

3.1. Channel Steepness

Channel steepness has long been regarded as a powerful reconnaissance tool to interrogate the
rates and patterns of deformation in active mountain belts [42–46]. Analysis of bedrock profiles always
relies on the stream power incision model, which is usually conceptually modeled as a power-law
function of contributing drainage area (a proxy for discharge) and channel gradient [43,47]:

dz

dt
= U −KAmSn, (1)

where dz/dt is the channel elevation change over time; U is the bedrock uplift rate; A is upstream
catchment area and S is channel gradient; K is a constant depending on rock erodibility, precipitation
rate, and channel geometry; and m and n are empirical constants [42,48]. If the stream power equation
is used to describe the evolution of a river profile, a common analytical approach is to assume a
topographic steady state (dz/dt = 0) with uniform U and K, and the Equation (1) can be transformed for
the channel slope as

dz

dx
= ksA−θ, (2)

ks = (U/K)1/n, (3)

θ = m/n, (4)

where the parameters ks andθ are the steepness and concavity, respectively [49]. Assuming a steady-state
river profile under constant rock uplift rates and erodibility in time and space [2,50], we can integrate
Equation (2) as

z(x) = zb +

(
U

KA0m

) 1
n

χ, (5)

where zb represents the elevation at the river’s base level at x = xb. The quantity χ, an integral function
of position in the channel network, can be expressed as [2,50]:

χ =

x∫
xb

(
A0

A(x′)

)m
n

dx′ , (6)

Equation (5) shows a linear relationship of z(x) and χ (always referred to Chi-plot), in which the
dependent variable z behaves as the vertical axis and the integral quantity χ is the horizontal axis [51].
In addition, the dimensionless slope (U/K)1/n/A0

m/n can be used to determine the channel steepness,
as A0 is often set to be 1 m2 [2]. Therefore, Chi-plot is often used to infer regional relative bedrock
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uplift rate [49,52]. Moreover, the difference of χ across a water divide can also be used to indicate
presumable motion of the divide in simple synthetic landscapes (i.e., uniform uplift, rock erodibility,
and climate), with divide migrating to the direction of larger χ for equilibrium [2,53,54]. In this study,
the channel steepness of the rivers from the Zhongtiao Shan and its adjacent areas was calculated
based on the Topographic Analysis Kit (TAK) [55] for TopoToolbox [56], with a reference concavity
of 0.45. Furthermore, regional slope distribution was also determined by means of the GIS software
from the origin SRTM1-DEM database (https://earthexplorer.usgs.gov/) to show the general landscape
features in our study area.

3.2. Gilbert Metrics and χ

As mentioned above, cross-divide χ anomaly has been widely accepted and used to indicate the
direction and rate of a migrating divide [2,17,53,54]. However, subsequent studies pointed out that
χ-anomalies may indicate incorrect divide migration direction in practical applications (i.e., landscape
experiencing asymmetric uplift and spatially-various rock erodibility) [6,14]. Recently, the Gilbert
metrics (i.e., cross divide contrasts in headwater elevation, relief, and gradient), originally put forward
by Gilbert [1] and then formalized by Whipple [6], were suggested to be well correlated to current
direction of divide migration in unsteady-state landscapes [14]. The metrics were firstly posited as
that if a divide is asymmetric, that would induce differential erosion across the divide; driven by the
erosion contrast, the divide would migrate towards the side with lower slope, lower relief, and higher
channel head elevation [1]. The latest study suggested that using χ metric, in concert with the Gilbert
metrics, is ideal for interpreting the current migration of the drainage divide [14,57]. In addition, if χ
disagrees with the Gilbert metrics, this likely suggests that the Gilbert metrics may indicate current
divide behavior, and that χ is indicating potential future divide behavior when the differences in uplift
rate are eliminated [14]. In this study, we used the Gilbert metrics, in concert with χ, as suggested by a
previous simulation result [14], to investigate the condition of the Zhongtiao Shan main divide.

To determine the drainage network, a contributing drainage area threshold of 1 km2 was chosen
to define the channel head in this study. Hence, the elevation metrics can be extracted by the channel
head elevations. Local relief was determined by the range of elevation in a circular window and the
slope gradient is the average topographic gradient between the channel head and the highest point
within the analyzed window [14,57]. In this study, the main divide of the Zhongtiao Shan was divided
into six segments (i.e., the ab, bc, cd, de, ef, and fg segments) for detailed analysis, as suggested by Fort
and Whipple [14]. Every segment was separately analyzed for their χ and Gilbert metrics distributions,
and further for the divide condition. As all the rivers used to calculate the Gilbert metrics and χ

should terminate at a common base level [2,14], and nearly all the calculations should be determined
in bedrock channels, we therefore chose a base level of 700 m based on the field condition of the
Zhongtiao Shan (Figure 3).

Figure 3. The main divide of the Zhongtiao Shan. The main divide was divided into six parts, namely,
the ab, bc, cd, de, ef, and fg segments. The stability of each part was analyzed. The numbers along the
fault indicate that slip rates of different segments of the fault [34–36,58].

https://earthexplorer.usgs.gov/
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4. Results

4.1. Topographic Steepness and Slope

Figure 4A shows that high values of the channel steepness are mainly distributed in the area
between the north Zhongtiao Shan fault and the main range divide (i.e., the north-range area), and that
the high values decrease gradually along the strike of the Zhongtiao Shan from west to east. The lowest
steepness is mainly distributed in the Yuncheng Basin (i.e., the hangingwall basin area) on north
side of the NZTF. It should be noted that the steepness shows a cliff-like drop across the fault,
moving from south to north. In addition, the steepness values on the southern side of the main divide
(i.e., the south-range area) are lower than that on its northern side; but the steepness in the south range
area is obviously higher than that in the basin area.

Figure 4. (A) Channel steepness and (B) slope distributions of the Zhongtiao Shan and Yuncheng Basin.
Note that the slope and steepness values on north side of the Zhongtiao Shan are higher than those on
south side. Moreover, in the northern sector of the main divide, metrics decrease moving from west to east.

The slope distribution nearly shares a same trend with the steepness, with the highest values in
the north-range area, decreasing from west to east along the range strike, and the lowest values mainly
in the basin area (Figure 4B).

4.2. Gilbert Metrics and χ

The mobility of all the six segments was calculated and analyzed for the potential different status
of the main divide in different tectonic activities (Figure 3). Based on the histograms of the cross-divide
values of the metrics at the reference drainage area, the ab, bc, cd, and de segments show that the
current main divide is stable, while the ef and fg segments indicate that the divide is moving southward
(Figure 5). More interestingly, the χ metrics of the ab, bc, and cd portions show a southward moving
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divide. In addition, a standardized analysis on migration direction [14] of all 6 segments was also
conducted (Figure 6). The results show that, across all the six divide segments, χ and Gilbert metrics
are consistent with what is predicted from the histograms (i.e., the western part of the main divide is
currently stable, while the eastern part is moving southward) (Figure 6).
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Figure 5. Divide metrics (Gilbert metrics and χ) histograms for the ab segment, bc segment, cd segment,
the de segment, the ef segment, and the fg segment. Histograms with red rectangles represent
watersheds on north range, and histograms with black fillings mean watershed from south flank.
Note that the ab, bc, cd, and de segments indicate that the current main divide is stable, while the ef
and fg segments show that the divide is moving to south. It should be noted that all the calculations on
the Gilbert metrics and χ were determined with a base level of 700 m. The results are calculated by the
DivideTools [14] based on TopoToolbox [56].

Figure 6. Standardized delta plot for the 6 segments (ab, bc, cd, de, ef, and fg segments) along the
divide. Bars are considering standard deviation as the uncertainty. It should be noted that all the
calculations on the Gilbert metrics and χ were determined with a base level of 700 m. The results are
calculated by the DivideTools [14] based on TopoToolbox [56].
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5. Discussion

5.1. Asymmetric Uplift and Erosion

Several studies have proved that bedrock channel steepness can be regarded as the surrogate for
regional relative uplift rate [42,45,59–62], and slope distribution in tectonically active mountain belts
usually positively correlates with local erosion [63–65]. As the slope in the Zhongtiao Shan shows
exactly the same distribution as the steepness (Figure 4), here we just analyze the uplift pattern of the
Zhongtiao Shan based on the steepness, and the regional erosion pattern should be the same as the
uplift pattern.

In this study, the steepness distribution pattern in the Zhongtiao Shan and the Yuncheng Basin
(i.e., high steepness in the mountain area and low steepness in the basin area) (Figure 4A) is similar
to those observed in the Longmen Shan and Sichuan Basin [42], and the Himalaya and the Indian
foreland [42,66]. As the physiography of the Zhongtiao Shan is directly controlled by the range-front
fault and holds a series of metamorphic hard rocks [25] (Figure 2), we speculate that the fault activity
and lithological properties may make a difference in the cliff-like drop steepness variance in the range
and basin areas (Figure 4A). Previous neotectonics [29], paleoearthquake [34,37], sedimentary [40],
and geophysical [26,67] records of the Zhongtiao Shan and the Yuncheng Basin confirmed that the
range and the basin were formed under a regional extensional stress field. In addition, the Yuncheng
Basin, bounded on the south by the NZTF, shows a wedge-shaped Neogene infilling, with the thickness
of the sediments increasing moving from north to south (i.e., toward the depocenter and close to the
master-fault plane) [25,40] (Figure 2B). We therefore suggest that the extensional stress, regulated by
the NZTF, between the Zhongtiao Shan and the Yuncheng Basin drives unloading of the footwall
(i.e., the Zhongtiao Shan) and depression of the hanging wall (i.e., the Yuncheng Basin). Therefore,
the amount of tectonic uplift in the mountain and the sedimentary thickness in the basin gradually
decreases, as the distance to the fault increases. For the Zhongtiao Shan, holding uniform cross-divide
precipitation and rock erodibility [68], the tectonic control should be the crucial reason leading to the
steepness difference between the north-range area and the south-range area (Figure 4A). Moreover,
on the north Zhongtiao Shan, the steepness decreases gradually along the strike of the Zhongtiao Shan
from west to east, possibly indicating higher uplift rates on the western part (Figure 4A). This uplift
pattern is consistent with the geologically-constrained slip rates of the NZTF, as the slip rates of the
fault also decrease from west to east (Figure 3) [34–37]. This consistency also confirms the cognition
that the NZTF is the crucial factor controlling the growth of the range, and further suggests that the
uplift of the Zhongtiao Shan is spatially variable.

As analyzed above, the erosion should share a same pattern as the uplift, indicating higher
erosion on the northern-range area. Thus, we can conclude that the Zhongtiao Shan is experiencing
the asymmetry uplift/erosion patterns, with higher uplift and erosion on north flank of the range.

5.2. The Model of Dynamic Divide Migration

As the cross-divide precipitation and rock erodibility are nearly uniform [27] (Figure 2),
the Zhongtiao Shan provides a good natural example depicting the divide migration status in
response to the asymmetric uplift and erosion patterns. Based on our geomorphic results discussed
above, the Zhongtiao Shan is indeed experiencing the asymmetric uplift, with higher uplift and erosion
on its northern flank (Figure 4). Based on the divide mobility results, the western part (ab, bc, cd, and de
segments) of the main divide is currently static under the asymmetric uplift and erosion, albeit with
the potential to move southward (i.e., as indicated by the χ metric). Differently, the eastern divide
(ef and fg segments) is moving southward (Figures 5 and 6).

As suggested by previous studies, the main divide of a steady-state landscape, characterized
by uniform tectonic uplift, precipitation distribution, lithology, and base level, should locate on the
geometric center and show balanced uplift and erosion [3,69]. While, if the pre-existing steady state
landscape starts to experience an asymmetric uplift (i.e., induced by fault activity), the uplift may
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immediately outpace the erosion on the footwall block [69]. As a consequence, the main divide will
tend to migrate towards the higher uplift flank [15,21], steepening its channels to increase the erosion
rate, and match it to the high uplift rate (Figure 7). When the erosion is high enough to balance the
uplift, the landscape system will finally reach a quasi-steady state. While the main divide should also
have the potential to migrate backward [14]. The Gilbert metrics results on the western Zhongtiao Shan
divide indicate a static divide, while the χ metrics suggest a southward movement (Figures 5 and 6).
The results show a perfect agreement with the “Asymmetric uplift simulation” in [14], and we therefore
suggest that the western divide is in a quasi-steady state and the erosion matches the uplift on the
fault-uplift side. In addition, it can be expected that when the tectonic uplift becomes uniform again,
the erosion may immediately outperform the footwall uplift [69,70]. Driven by the relative high erosion
on the footwall block, the divide may gradually migrate back to the previous position (i.e., the geometric
center). According to the divide migration results, both the Gilbert and χ metrics show that the eastern
Zhongtiao Shan divide is moving southward (Figures 5 and 6), indicating that uplift on the upthrown
block is outpaced by the erosion. In addition, the dynamic divide migration process is also consistent
with the results from the newly-proposed DULAB (Differential Uplift LAndscape evolution Box)
(https://sites.google.com/site/gorenliran/dulab).

Figure 7. Schematic diagram of main divide migration. The red dotted lines represent that the
fault is inactive, and the red lines show the active faults. The blue arrows show the divide migration
direction. The black arrows show the uplift rate. (A) Steady state landscape without tectonic disturbance.
Uplift and erosion balance each other. (B) The main divide is moving northward due to higher uplift
rates on the northern range. Uplift outpaces the erosion. (C) The main divide reaches a quasi-steady
state. (D) After the tectonic activity ceases, the main divide migrates back to its original location,
and eventually reaches the steady state. It should be noted that there exist no scale in the Figure 7.

We can therefore speculate that the asymmetric uplift of the Zhongtiao Shan, controlled by the
activity of the NZTF, had pushed the main divide to move northward, resulting in the asymmetric
erosion. Moreover, now, the western divide is in the “Quasi-steady state step”, the uplift and erosion
balance each other well and hold the divide in place (see Figure 7C). While the eastern part is in

https://sites.google.com/site/gorenliran/dulab
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the “Erosion-driven migration step”, indicating that the uplift is obviously outpaced by the erosion,
leading to the southward migration of the divide (see Figure 7D).

5.3. Fault Activity History

According to the dynamic divide migration process (Figure 7), the southward moving eastern
divide should be in the “Erosion-driven migration”. We can therefore suggest that the eastern divide
had reached the quasi-steady state in its geological history, indicating that the uplift balanced the
erosion on the fault side. However, both the Gilbert and χ metrics reveal that the eastern divide is
now migrating southward (Figures 5 and 6), and the uplift is obviously outpaced by the erosion.
Therefore, in its geological history, the eastern segment of the NZTF should have owned higher slip
rates, driving a higher range uplift rate and pushing the eastern divide further north than its current
state (i.e., the “Uplift-driven migration”), and finally reaching the “Quasi-steady state”, just as the
modern state of the western divide (Figures 5, 6 and 7C). The modern southward migrating eastern
divide must be resulted from the decrease of the slip rate of the eastern fault (i.e., the uplift rate of
the eastern range), causing disequilibrium between the uplift and erosion (i.e., uplift is outperformed
by erosion). Both paleo- and neo-seismological results reveal that the slip rates of the NZTF decrease
eastward [34–36,58], while the thickness of the Yuncheng Basin infillings is quite homogeneous along
the strike of basin-margin (i.e., depocenter of the hangingwall block) (~5000 m) [40,68]. This discrepancy
between the slip rate variations and the sediments thickness in the Yuncheng Basin near the normal
fault could also suggest that the eastern sector of the NZTF should have owned a higher slip rate
than that of the more western sectors in early times. This should have coincided with a migration
of the depocenter in time and space, and therefore recorded by the stratigraphic record [68]. That is,
the higher slip rate of the eastern normal fault in the geological history induced higher uplift and
erosion on the fault side, deposited an amount of sediments in the corresponding range-front areas.
After that, the slip/uplift rate decreased, inducing smaller amount sediments accumulation, and driving
southward migration of the eastern main divide. On the other hand, the current stable western divide
(with the potential to move southward) may indicate that the activity of the NZTF sustains the presence
of the uplift rate gradient that is "holding" the divide in place, and suggest the expected reaction of the
divide if or when this uplift rate gradient dissipates. Therefore, we speculate that the western part of
the NZTF may remain its slip rate along with the mountain relief generation.

6. Conclusions

In this study, we revealed the dynamic migration process of the main divide through geomorphic
analysis, using the Zhongtiao Shan as a case study. We propose a dynamic divide migration model
in asymmetric uplift and further suggest that it is possible to evaluate the fault activity history by
the state of the main divide based on the dynamic model combining the obtained data with previous
results. The conclusions can be referred as

(1) It is the relative value of the uplift and erosion that controls the migration and stabilization of the
main divide in the asymmetric uplift pattern.

(2) When the uplift outperforms the erosion on the fault-uplift side (i.e., footwall block of normal
faults), the divide will migrate towards the higher uplift flank. Conversely, the divide will
migrate backwards. When the erosion balances the uplift, the landscape system will finally reach
a quasi-steady state.

(3) The Zhongtiao Shan is experiencing the asymmetric uplift, with higher uplift and erosion on its
northern flank.

(4) The eastern segment of the NZTF must have experienced higher activities in the geological history,
and the western fault may remain its slip rate along with the mountain relief generation.
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